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SUMMARY

We develop a computational framework that captures the microfracture processes leading to shear band
bifurcation in porous crystalline rocks. The framework consists of computational homogenization on a rep-
resentative elementary volume that upscales the pore-scale microfracture processes to the continuum scale.
The assumed enhanced strain finite element approach is used to capture the discontinuous displacement field
generated by the microfractures. Homogenization at the continuum scale results in incrementally nonlin-
ear material response, in which the overall constitutive tangent tensor varies with the stress state and with
the loading direction. Continuum bifurcation detects the formation of a shear band on the representative
elementary volume level; multi-dimensional strain probes, necessitated by the incremental nonlinearity of
the overall constitutive response, determine the most critical orientation of shear band bifurcation. Numer-
ical simulations focus on microfracturing at the pore scale with either predominant interface separation or
predominant interface contact modes. Results suggest a non-associative overall plastic flow and shear band
bifurcation that depends on the microfracture length and the characteristic sliding distance related to slip
weakening. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Strain localization is a ubiquitous feature of deformation in geomaterials. Typical manifestations
include deformation bands, which are narrow tabular zones of intense shearing often accompanied
by compaction or dilation [1, 2]. Classic continuum bifurcation theory is commonly used to pre-
dict the inception of a deformation band. However, bifurcation analyses are known to be strongly
dependent on the constitutive tangent tensor, where small perturbations could significantly alter the
predicted timing and mode of bifurcation [3]. Because the constitutive tensor is a gross approxi-
mation of more complex multiscale deformation processes occurring at a much smaller pore scale,
results of shear band bifurcation are normally met with skepticisms particularly for geomaterials
(soils and rocks) where constitutive models are usually developed from laboratory responses of large
bulk samples [4–7] and do not consider the effect of heterogeneity at smaller scales [8–16].

Pore-scale mechanisms play a key role in carbon sequestration, hydraulic fracturing, and
enhanced hydrocarbon recovery activities that have long been suspected of triggering seismicity and
fault rupture/propagation [17–28]. In rocks, crystal plasticity and microfracturing are two dominant
pore-scale mechanisms of deformation. Crystal plasticity generally results in a more ductile over-
all stress–strain response, whereas microfracturing leads to a more brittle response. Whatever the
process, damage typically nucleates at the periphery of the voids and propagates into the interior
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of the solid [29, 30]. The presence of adjacent voids tends to intensify damage as plastic and/or
microfracture zones coalesce and produce much larger damage zones. All of these complex pore-
scale mechanisms could impact the prediction of shear band bifurcation on the continuum scale;
unfortunately, they are not represented adequately in most phenomenological constitutive models.
In this paper, we focus on the microfracture processes at the pore scale, which trigger shear band
bifurcation in crystalline rocks.

An important aspect of shear band bifurcation, largely ignored in previous work, concerns the
issue of incremental nonlinearity [31–34]. In an incrementally nonlinear solid, the constitutive tan-
gential moduli vary not only with the stress state but also with the stress or strain perturbation. An
example of an incrementally nonlinear solid is a simple elastoplastic solid: unloading and loading
perturbations can lead to two different mechanical responses, namely, elastic response and plastic
response. Thus, two different branches of the tangent constitutive tensor can be expected: an elastic
branch and a plastic branch. However, when the inelastic response is dominated by microfracture
processes, even a loading perturbation can trigger multiple branches of the tangent constitutive ten-
sor depending on the microfractures activated by the perturbation. In this case, it is essential to
conduct stress (or strain) probing to determine which branch of the constitutive tensor defines the
most critical mode of bifurcation.

Laboratory experiments have been conducted in the past to investigate the inelastic response of
geomaterials using a large number of laboratory stress probes, such as those conducted by Anan-
darajah [35] on Ottawa sand and Royis and Doanh [36] on Hostun sand. Their experiments, however,
contain stringent requirements on the setup procedure that are very difficult to achieve. With the
inelastic deformation as the key output of the investigation, the same sample cannot be used in more
than one loading schedule because the microstructure is altered at the end of each experiment. As
such, identical samples have to be obtained for each test, which cannot be realistically performed in
practice. Numerical simulations are used as an alternative to circumvent the problems encountered
with laboratory experiments. The advantage of using numerical models is that identical ‘samples’
can be obtained easily and subjected to a series of probes. Despite concerns that the various sim-
plifying assumptions employed in the numerical models may cause the results to deviate from the
actual behavior of real samples, numerical models still offer great insights into phenomena that
could not be investigated experimentally.

The discrete element method (DEM) [11, 37, 38] is commonly used to investigate the incremen-
tal response of granular materials. Bardet [39] conducted stress probes on a two-dimensional (2D)
DEM model consisting of random assemblies of rigid and weightless circular disks. The incremen-
tal responses from the limited number of probes suggested that idealized granular materials showed
incrementally piecewise-linear behavior as described by a single-mechanism non-associative elasto-
plasticity. Kishino [40] and Calvetti et al. [32] subjected three-dimensional (3D) DEM models with
spherical particles to greater range of probing paths and more complex initial state and showed that
single-mechanism elastoplasticity was insufficient in describing the incremental behavior of granu-
lar materials. Alonso-Marroquín and Herrmann [41] used assemblies of 2D polygonal particles and
compared the accuracy of elastoplasticity theory with two tensorial zones and hypoplasticity theory
in describing the incremental response. Froiio and Roux [42] used a 2D DEM model and applied
stress probes in 3D stress space that included stress increment with principal axis rotation (shear).
Recent work by Andrade et al. [43] with non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) has attempted
to capture 3D grain shapes more realistically. In general, however, DEM-based solutions are not
appropriate for simulating the nucleation and development of microfractures as trigger of defor-
mation bands because they rely on an already discrete assembly even before the loading process
begins.

This paper takes on a different approach for simulating the nucleation, growth, and coalescence
of microfractures as they impact the triggering of a shear band in a porous crystalline rock. The
proposed approach combines strong-discontinuity finite elements, computational homogenization
on the representative elementary volume (REV) level, and shear band bifurcation analysis with 3D
probing to check the onset of a shear band in an incrementally nonlinear material. The first ingre-
dient of the approach, which of strong-discontinuity finite element modeling, has been presented in
a recent paper by Tjioe and Borja [30]. In this approach, microfractures are inserted into the finite
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elements in the form of a strong discontinuity, or displacement jump, according to the strength and
geometric properties of the crystal. Unlike most previous work in strong discontinuity, no attempt is
made to ‘connect’ activated displacement jumps into one single fracture or crack; instead, microfrac-
tures simply soften this element in the direction of the displacement jump. Therefore, ‘microfracture
coalescence’ may be defined loosely in the context of a group of adjacent finite elements softened by
the strong discontinuity, and no tracking of the discontinuity is required by the proposed approach.
More recently, several other alternative variations by which strong discontinuity can be embedded
into a finite element have been proposed to simulate damage [44–48].

The second ingredient of the approach, namely, computational homogenization, is performed on
the REV level and entails an explicit treatment of the voids and crystal orientation as part of the
material microstructure. The algorithm for homogenization is similar to that proposed by Miehe and
Koch [49], where homogeneous deformation is applied on the boundary of the REV, and the homog-
enized stresses and tangent constitutive tensors are evaluated over the volume of the REV. The third
ingredient consists of a full bifurcation analysis with strain probing where the entire range of pos-
sible bifurcation modes is checked and the most critical mode is selected. The numerical model is
used to investigate the incremental responses of rocks and to answer the following questions pertain-
ing to bifurcation: (1) Is a single-mechanism elastoplasticity sufficient to describe the incremental
responses of rocks? (2) Can the homogenized response of the REV be used to detect the occurrence
of bifurcation? (3) What overall incremental behavior can be expected when the microfractures are
predominantly of the interface separation as opposed to contact mode?

Throughout this paper, the following notations and symbols are used: boldface letters denote
tensors and matrices, and subscripted letters denote their scalar components. The summation con-
vention is not enforced in this paper. We follow the standard engineering mechanics convention in
which compression takes on a negative sign. All formulations are based on infinitesimal strain.

2. METHODOLOGY

The computational model takes into account the crystalline structure of a rock by recognizing that
slip can occur on any of the slip planes within the crystal lattice. Using the algorithm developed
in [50–52] and focusing on the infinitesimal range, the primary slip system is identified from the
possibly dependent and potentially active constraints representing slip events on the crystallographic
glide planes. The normal to the slip plane and direction of the primary slip system subsequently char-
acterize the immediately developed microfractures, which are modeled using the assumed enhanced
strain (AES) or strong-discontinuity finite element method [53–65]. Slip that occurs on the surface
of the microfracture ensures that shear stress is balanced by shear resistance (comprising friction
and/or cohesion) and that normal stress vanishes for interface separation. We emphasize that the
microfractures considered in this work pertain to random, discontinuous cracks and not to a contin-
uous crack that requires a special tracking algorithm [30]. This ensures a separation of scales — the
REV homogenizes the smaller scale constitutive responses, whereas the macrofractures are tracked
from one REV to another, although this latter aspect is not covered in the present paper.

2.1. Interface separation and contact

Upon the formation of a microfracture, slip weakening takes place where the cohesion on the surface
decreases with slip magnitude and the contact condition for shear contact transitions into a purely
frictional behavior. This occurs over a characteristic sliding distance �C. The surface constitutive
behavior differs in the case of normal separation and shear contact.

For normal separation, the frictional resistance is nonexistent. The interfaces are free to slip in
any tangential directions along the plane of the interface and in the direction normal to the plane.
The stress on the interface eventually drops to zero over the separation distance �C. This results in
a total of three interface yield conditions on the microfractured finite element e,

f et1 D j�
e
1 j � c

e
1 D 0 (1)
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f et2 D j�
e
2 j � c

e
2 D 0 (2)

f en D �
e � be D 0 ; (3)

where ce1 , ce2 , and be are weakening laws of the form

ce1 D

8<: �e0;1
�
1 �

�e

�C

�
; if 0 6 �e 6 �CI

0 ; if �e > �CI
(4)

ce2 D

8<: �e0;2
�
1 �

�e

�C

�
; if 0 6 �e 6 �CI

0 ; if �e > �CI
(5)

be D

8<: �e0
�
1 �

�e

�C

�
; if 0 6 �e 6 �CI

0 ; if �e > �C;
(6)

�e1 and �e2 are the shear stresses in any two tangential-slip directions, �e is the stress normal to
the surface of the microfracture, �e D .�et1

2 C �et2
2 C �en

2/1=2 is the Euclidean norm of interface
separation, �et1 and �et2 are the two tangential slips on the interface, and �en is the normal separation
on the interface. Initially, at the point of initiation of microfracture, ce1 and ce2 take on the values of
the shear stresses �e0;1 and �e0;2, respectively, and be assumes the value of the normal stress �e0 .

It is necessary to write the weakening evolutions in incremental form for purposes of implemen-
tation into the AES framework. To do this, we impose the discrete consistency conditions at time
tnC1 as follows:

0 D f et1;nC1 ;

D j�e1;nC1j � c
e
1;nC1 ;

D j.n˝m1/
s W � enC1j � c

e
1;nC1 ;

(7)

0 D f et2;nC1 ;

D j�e2;nC1j � c
e
2;nC1 ;

D j.n˝m2/
s W � enC1j � c

e
2;nC1 ;

(8)

and
0 D f en;nC1 ;

D �enC1 � b
e
nC1 ;

D .n˝ n/ W � enC1 � b
e
nC1 ;

(9)

where

ce1;nC1 D

8<: �e0;1
�
1 �

�enC1

�C

�
; if 0 6 �enC1 6 �CI

0 ; if �enC1 > �
CI

(10)

ce2;nC1 D

8<: �e0;2
�
1 �

�enC1

�C

�
; if 0 6 �enC1 6 �CI

0 ; if �enC1 > �
CI

(11)
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benC1 D

8<: �e0
�
1 �

�enC1

�C

�
; if 0 6 �enC1 6 �CI

0 ; if �enC1 > �
C ;

(12)

and

� enC1 D �
e
n C c

e W
1

V e

Z
V e

h
��c;nC1 ���

e
t1;nC1

�
rf h ˝m1

�s
���et2;nC1

�
rf h ˝m2

�s
���en;nC1

�
rf h ˝ n

�si
dV

(13)

and where ce is the rank-four elastic moduli tensor, f h is a smooth blending function that has the
value of zero at the nodes on one side of the discontinuity and one at the nodes on the other side of
the microfracture (see Chapter 7 of [31] for details on this blending function), and subscript ‘nC 1’
pertains to time tnC1.

The conforming displacement field can be approximated using standard finite
element interpolations,

uec.x/ D
X

I2Nnodes

Ne;I .x/d
e
I D N ed

e ; (14)

where Nnodes is the number of nodes in the element, deI is the displacement vector at node I , and
N e
I is the shape function at node I . The finite element interpolation for the conforming strain field

can be written as

�ec D r
suec.x/ D Bed

e ; (15)

where Be is the element of strain–displacement matrix. We can now write the finite element
equation in residual form as

re D

Z
V e
BT
e�

e dV �
Z
V e
N T
ef

e dV �
Z
Ae
N T
e
Ot dA ; (16)

along with the constraints f et1 D f et2 D f en D 0, where V e is the element domain and Ae is the
element boundary.

Taking the variations gives

ıre D K e
dd ıd

e CK e
d�t1

ı�et1 CK
e
d�t2

ı�et2 CK
e
d�n

ı�en ; (17)

ıf et1 D K
e
�t1d

ıde CK e
�t1�t1

ı�et1 CK
e
�t1�t2

ı�et2 CK
e
�t1�n

ı�en ; (18)

ıf et2 D K
e
�t2d

ıde CK e
�t2�t1

ı�et1 CK
e
�t2�t2

ı�et2 CK
e
�t2�n

ı�en ; (19)

ıf en D K
e
�nd

ıde CK e
�n�t1

ı�et1 CK
e
�n�t2

ı�et2 CK
e
�n�n

ı�en : (20)

Formulation of all the stiffness terms can be found in the Appendix.
For the case where the microfracture interfaces are in contact slip mode, the direction of slip is

determined by the crystal structure. Thus, there is only one tangential-slip degree of freedom (DOF)
for every microfractured element, and the interface yield function takes the form

f et D

8̂<̂
:
j�ej C �e�e

�
�et

�Ct

�
� ce

�
1 �

�et

�Ct

�
D 0 ; if 0 6 j�et j 6 �Ct I

j�ej C �e�e D 0 ; if j�et j > �
C
t ;

(21)
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where �e is the interface coefficient of friction and �et is the slip magnitude in the direction of the
relevant crystal slip structure.

We can write the incremental tangential consistency condition as

0 D f et;nC1 ;

D j�enC1j C �
e
nC1�

e
nC1 � c

e
nC1 ;

D j.n˝m/s C �enC1.n˝ n/j W �
e
nC1 � c

e
nC1 ;

(22)

where

cenC1 D

8<: �e0
�
1 �
j�et;nC1j

�Ct

�
; if 0 6 j�et;nC1j 6 �Ct I

0 ; if j�et;nC1j > �
C
t I

(23)

�enC1 D

8<:�
�
j�et;nC1j

�Ct

�
; if 0 6 j�et;nC1j 6 �Ct I

0 if j�et;nC1j > �
C
t ;

(24)

and

� enC1 D �
e
n C c

e W
1

V e

Z
V e

h
��c;nC1 ���

e
t;nC1.rf

h ˝m/s
i

dV : (25)

The finite element equations for an element can then be written in residual form as

re D

Z
V e
BT
e�

e dV �
Z
V e
N T
ef

e dV �
Z
Ae
N T
e
Ot dA ; (26)

subject to the constraint f et D 0, where V e is the element domain and Ae is the element boundary.
For dead loading, the first variations take the form

ıre D K e
dd ıd

e CK e
d�t

ı�et ; (27)

ıf et D K
e
�td

ıde CK e
�t �t

ı�et : (28)

Formulation of all the stiffness terms can be found in the Appendix.

2.2. Computational homogenization

The REV of a porous rock lives in the continuum scale and reflects the rock’s microstructure
as well as the pore-scale mechanisms described previously. Whereas the pore-scale responses
can be obtained from the finite element solution, additional computation is required to obtain
the homogenized response of the REV. We now describe the homogenization procedure in the
succeeding text.

Under an imposed overall homogeneous incremental strain ı N� on the REV, the grains will deform,
and microcracks will form between and through the grains. This alters the overall tangential stiffness
matrix NK of the system, which is defined from the incremental finite element equation

ıf D NKıd ; (29)

where ıd and ıf are the incremental nodal displacement and nodal force vectors, respectively.
The incremental matrix equation can be partitioned into an interior domain and a boundary

domain, that is,
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²
ıf a
ıf b

³
D

�
NKaa

NKab
NK ba

NK bb

�²
ıda
ıdb

³
; (30)

where subscripts a and b pertain to interior and exterior DOFs, respectively. Upon partitioning, static
condensation [66] can be performed to express the incremental equation in terms of the boundary
terms only. This results in the tangential relation

ı Qf D QKı Qd ; (31)

where

ı Qf D ıf b �
NKba
NK
�1

aa ıf a ; (32)

QK D NK bb � NK ba
NK
�1

aa
NKab ; (33)

ı Qd D ıdb ; (34)

ıda D NK
�1

aa

�
ıf a �

NKabıdb
	
: (35)

The homogenized tangent constitutive tensor for the REV can be calculated from the matrix
equation

C D N �
QKN � ; (36)

where N � and N � are homogenization operators defined such that

ı Qd D N �ı N� ; ı N� D N � ı Qf : (37)

Note that a singular NK does not necessarily imply a singular C because the matrix NK is typically
much larger in dimension than the matrix C. Physically, this could imply that grains could chip off
locally from the solid matrix resulting in disconnected nodes and a singular NK , but unless the entire
solid matrix collapses, C remains non-singular. Evidently, the operators N � and N � influence the
bifurcation of the REV into a deformation band mode.

The operator N � relates the incremental displacement at the boundary with the overall homoge-
neous deformation. Consider a microstructure embedded in a unit cell. Assume that the unit cell is
subjected to a homogeneous velocity gradient r Nv. The homogeneous velocity field in the unit cell,
ignoring rigid body modes, is then given by the equation

Nv D .r Nv/ � x : (38)

Now, consider the microstructure to be discretized into finite elements with nnodes D number of
nodes and ndof D nsd � nnodes D total number of DOFs (with nsd = number of spatial dimensions,
equal to 2 or 3). The total number of boundary nodes is denoted by nbd.

We can assemble ı Qd from the individual-boundary nodal vectors consisting of
®
ı Qd1; : : : ; ıednbd

¯
,

where

ı QdA

ıt
D .r Nv/ � xA D H A¹r Nvº ; (39)

¹r Nvº is the same as the tensor r Nv but in vector form, and HA is a rectangular matrix with nodal
coordinates xA as elements, that is,

HA D

26664
x1A 0 0 1

2
x2A 0 1

2
x3A

0 x2A 0 1
2
x1A

1
2
x3A 0

0 0 x3A 0 1
2
x2A

1
2
x1A

37775 ; (40)
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where xiA is the coordinate of the i th DOF of nodal point A. This gives

PQd WD
ı Qd

ıt
D H ¹r Nvº ; H D

264 H 1

:::

HN

375 : (41)

Therefore, we obtain

PQd D H ¹r Nvº D H PN� D N �
PN� ; (42)

where PN� WD ı N�=ıt .
The homogenization operator N � can be obtained by averaging the nodal force vector ıf using

the principle of virtual work. The result takes the form

ı N� D
1

V

nbdX
AD1

ı Qf A � xA

D
1

V



H T
1 � � � H

T
nbd

� 8̂<̂:
ı Qf 1
:::

ı Qf nbd

9>=>;
D
1

V
H Tı Qf � N � ı Qf

(43)

The homogenization procedure outlined previously is similar in principle to that proposed by
Miehe and Koch [49] for affine deformation on the REV boundaries. The challenge in the present
work lies explicitly in dealing with voids and microfractures to obtain the homogenized response. A
byproduct of the homogenization is the overall constitutive tangent operator for the REV. However,
this operator contains multiple branches depending on the loading direction. Each possible loading
direction triggers different sets of microfractures and thus must be probed to determine the most
critical mode of shear band bifurcation.

2.3. Incremental nonlinearity and bifurcation

Throughout this work, we use the classic condition for shear band bifurcation proposed by Rudnicki
and Rice [3]. Although closed-form analytical solutions for bifurcation are available for some simple
plasticity models [67], they are not so useful for most problems particularly in the present case where
incremental nonlinearity is involved. A preferred approach would be to determine the critical mode
numerically. To this end, the notion of localization function would be useful [2, 31]. The localization
function F is the determinant of the so-called acoustic tensor A, which is evaluated from the tangent
constitutive tensor C and attains a minimum value for some shear band orientation n, that is,

F D min jn det.A/ ; A D n � C � n ; (44)

A numerical search for this critical orientation is part of the computational problem [68–71]; the
other part is the determination of the critical homogenized constitutive tangent operator C that varies
with loading direction because of the incremental nonlinearity of the constitutive response. Each of
these aspects is elaborated in the following discussion.

Continuum bifurcation on the scale of the REV is primarily caused by slip weakening processes
after microfracture formation. Slip weakening, in turn, is a combination of cohesion softening and
friction hardening [31], and for 3D bifurcation, gives rise to a total of nine stiffness terms [30]. One
of the stiffness terms, K e

�t1�t1
, has the form

K e
�t1�t1

D
@f et1
@�et1

ˇ̌̌̌
nC1

;

D sign
�
�e1
	
.n˝m1/

s W
@� e

@�et1

ˇ̌̌̌
nC1

�
@ce1
@�et1

ˇ̌̌̌
nC1

;

(45)
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where (removing the sign ‘jnC1’ from now on for brevity)

@ce1
@�et1
D

@

@�et1

�
�e0;1

�
1 �

�e

�C

��
;

D
@

@�et1

�
�e0;1

�
1 �

1

�C

q
�et1

2 C �et2
2 C �en

2

��
;

D ��e0;1
�et1
�C�e

:

(46)

Similarly, K e
�t1�t2

and K e
�t1�n

can be evaluated as

K e
�t1�t2

D
@f et1
@�et2

;

D sign
�
�e1
	
.n˝m1/

s W
@� e

@�et2
�
@ce1
@�et2

;

D sign
�
�e1
	
.n˝m1/

s W
@� e

@�et2
C �e0;1

�et2
�C�e

;

(47)

K e
�t1�n

D
@f et1
@�en

;

D sign
�
�e1
	
.n˝m1/

s W
@� e

@�en
�
@ce1
@�en

;

D sign
�
�e1
	
.n˝m1/

s W
@� e

@�en
C �e0;1

�en
�C�e

;

(48)

Note that these terms arise when the sliding distance �C has not been exceeded. Once the sliding
distance is reached, the second term in each of the stiffness terms that signifies cohesion softening
will go to zero. Formulation of the other six stiffness terms can be found in the Appendix.

To accommodate the incremental nonlinearity of the constitutive response, it is necessary to
conduct a series of strain probes covering all six directions of the strain tensor. We can, however, rep-
resent a plot only in three dimensions. The probe directions are defined as follows to accommodate
visualization: 8<:��xx��yy

��´´

9=; D ��probe

8<: cos.�/ cos.	/
sin.	/

sin.�/ cos.	/

9=; (49)

for the normal strains, and 8<:��xy��y´
��x´

9=; D ��probe

8<: cos.˛/ cos. /
sin. /

sin.˛/ cos. /

9=; (50)

for the shear strains, where � , 	, ˛, and  are the Euler angles and ��probe is the magni-
tude of the strain probe. The angles 	 and  vary from 0 to 2
 with increments of 0.286,
while � and ˛ vary from 0 to 
 with the same increments. It is understood that the two
3D plots do not exhaust all the possible probe directions in six dimensions. Such investiga-
tion has been conducted despite not being reported. The strain probes can be plotted as shown
in Figure 1, where the three axes of Cartesian coordinates represent the three principal strain
components ��xx , ��yy , and ��´´ (in the figure, ��probe D 1:0, but this is not always the
case). A similar plot can be produced with ��xy , ��y´, and ��x´ as the axes of Cartesian
coordinates. Euler angles relating the strain probe direction and the fixed reference frame for
the normal strains are shown in Figure 2. The coordinates are obtained by a positive (right-
hand rule) rotation of � about the y-axis followed by a positive rotation of 	 about the ´c-axis.
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Figure 1. Normal strain probes in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Full strain probes require
representation in six-dimensional space.

Figure 2. Euler angles describing the relationship between the crystal reference frame and the fixed
reference frame.

The stress response envelope produced from the strain probes can be obtained and then plotted in
three dimensions.

The magnitude of the strain probe ��probe should be small enough because the response to the
strain loading is nonlinear. Kishino [40] used a magnitude of stress probes that was one-hundredth
of the initial confining pressure. For Royis and Doanh [36] and Calvetti et al. [32], this number was
one-tenth of the initial confining pressure.

From the strain probes, the stress response envelope can be obtained. In this paper, the stress
response is reported in terms of the incremental von Mises stress for each of the strain probes. The
von Mises stress q can be calculated from the stress tensor � in three dimensions as

q D

s
.�xx � �yy/2 C .�yy � �´´/2 C .�´´ � �xx/2 C 6

�
�2xy C �

2
y´ C �

2
´x

	
2

: (51)

The incremental von Mises stress is the difference �q D qnC� � qn, where qnC� is the value at
the end of a strain probe and qn is the value at the beginning of the probe (which corresponds to the
current ‘converged’ stress configuration). To report the stress response for the series of strain probes
in three dimensions, a plot similar to Figure 1 is generated, with the magnitude representing �q.
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Apart from the stress response envelope, it is also possible to obtain the plastic strain response
envelope. The incremental homogenized plastic strain can be obtained from the equation

��p D �� ���e D �� �De�1�� ; (52)

where �� and �� represent the incremental homogenized stress and strain, respectively, in Voigt
notation, that is,

�� D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

��xx
��yy
��´´
��xy
��y´
��x´

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
; �� D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:

��xx
��yy
��´´
2��xy
2��y´
2��x´

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
; (53)

where De is the homogenized second-order elastic tangent constitutive tensor, which is also writ-
ten in Voigt notation, and ��e and ��p are the elastic and plastic components of the incremental
homogenized strain, respectively. This technique of obtaining the plastic strain is similar to that used
by Calvetti et al. [32], whereas Kishino [40] employed a closed stress path in which incremental
loading and unloading were performed to obtain the residual strain that became the plastic compo-
nent of the incremental strain. The homogenized elastic tangent constitutive tensor De consists of
the elastic stiffnesses of all the elements within the REV and is constant for every time step and
every strain probe. The constitutive matrix De may be obtained from the homogenized response at
the end of the very first time step, which is always elastic in all our simulations.

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In the following examples, we investigate the behavior of a crystalline rock with mechanical
properties similar to those of limestone. The homogenized response is obtained from pore-scale
mechanisms involving microfracturing, with fracture plane and slip direction informed by the crys-
tallographic structure of the rock. The algorithm is such that once the crystal yield stress is reached
on the primary slip plane, localization takes place and the slip plane becomes the site of microfrac-
ture formation and initiation. Table I shows the mechanical properties of the rock. The crystal yield
stress, �Y , is assumed to be the same for all the crystallographic slip planes.

A cubic REV is used to model the microstructure. The REV is a 20 � 20 � 20�m3 cube divided
into 8 � 8 � 8 cubical elements. Some of the elements are void elements so that the porosity of the
REV is 9.38% as shown in Figure 3. The voids feature sharp corners and edges that attract local
stress concentration, in agreement with the experimental observations of Mowar et al. [29] that
microfractures generally initiate on the peripheries of voids because of irregular pore geometry. In
addition, the solid component of the REV are crystals with different orientations. The relationship
of the crystal reference frame with respect to the fixed reference frame is defined by the Euler angles
shown in Figure 2. Two different crystal groups within the REV is shown in Figure 3 where crystal
group with Orientation #1 is shown shaded in gray while Orientation #2 is shown shaded in orange.
The crystal groups possess distinct crystal orientations as reflected in Table II.

Limestone is predominantly made up of calcite, dolomite, and aragonite and thus has a complex
crystal lattice. As a simplifying assumption, the crystal lattice in our model is assumed to be made
up of face-centered cubic (f.c.c) crystals. An f.c.c. crystal has eight {1 1 1} octahedral planes, each

Table I. Material properties for crystalline
rock similar to limestone.

Parameter Symbol Value

Young’s modulus E 20,000 MPa
Poisson’s ratio � 0.30
Crystal yield stress �Y 30 MPa
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Figure 3. Partition of representative elementary volume into solid material and air voids, as well as into
crystal groups with Orientation #1 (shaded gray) and Orientation #2 (shaded orange).

Table II. Euler angles of the
crystal groups in degrees.

Orientation � 	

#1 0.0 22.0
#2 0.0 0.0

with three h 1 1 0 i slip directions, resulting in 24 potentially active slip systems. In our simulation,
the first slip system to activate becomes the primary system on which microfracture forms. The REV
is deformed at every time step, and strain probes are applied thereafter to investigate the incremental
response at the end of each time step. As such, the homogenized responses of the REV in the form
of incremental plastic strain, incremental stress, or minimum determinant for shear band bifurcation
can be obtained at the end of all the time steps and at the end of all the strain probes after each time
step, each shedding light onto different aspects of the mechanical behavior of the porous material.

3.1. Combined shearing and extension

Under this loading condition, the six faces of the REV experience affine deformation that gener-
ates shearing and extension within the volume. At every time step, the displacements on the REV
boundaries are incremented linearly. Each incremental displacement (in nanometers) takes the form8<:�ux�uy

�u´

9=; D 0:0125
8<: .x C 10/C .´C 10/0

.x C 10/C .´C 10/

9=; nm ; (54)

where x, y, ´ are Cartesian coordinates in microns. With boundary displacement in the y-direction
being restrained, this loading condition creates a plane strain condition on the x´-plane, as shown
in Figure 4(a).

The characteristic distance �C is both a physically meaningful quantity and a regularization
parameter that controls the rate of softening as the microfracture develops. However, it is not a mate-
rial property. For specimen-size Westerly granite, Wong [72] estimated this distance to be on the
order 0.5 mm. Clearly, this distance is too large for nanometer and micron-size fractures and too
small for kilometer-scale processes such as geologic faulting during dynamic earth rupture [73, 74].
Therefore, �C must be scaled to make the resulting model response meaningful. For most of the
simulations, �C is assumed to have the value 2:5 � 10�3 �m. Parametric studies will later confirm
an expected trend that the timing of continuum bifurcation depends on this parameter in the sense
that smaller values of �C lead to earlier shear band bifurcation.

To gain some insight into the nature of pore-scale deformation resulting from this imposed over-
all deformation, Figures 5 and 6 show the evolution of the normal separation and tangential slip
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within the REV for heterogeneous and homogeneous crystal orientations, respectively [30]. Crys-
tal orientations for the heterogeneous simulation are depicted as Orientations #1 and #2 in Table II,
whereas those for the homogeneous simulation are given by Orientation #2 for both crystal groups.
It is evident from these two figures that crystal orientations do impact the resulting normal separa-
tion and tangential slip at the pore scale. Note that the simulations presented in [30] utilized slightly
different pore structure than the one shown in Figure 3.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the overall von Mises stress with time. Microfractures initially
develop after Time Step (TS) #31, but the first stress drop occurs at TS#48. This implies that a certain
number of microfractures must develop to induce an overall softening response on the REV. This
statement is confirmed by the histogram shown in Figure 8. In this figure, fracture density is the ratio

Figure 4. Affine deformation on the six faces of the representative elementary volume: (a) combined
shearing and extension; (b) vertical compression and lateral extension with net volume decrease.

Figure 5. Evolution of: (a) normal and (b) tangential micro-slip for the combined shearing and extension
simulation with heterogeneous crystal orientation. Numbers in percent are imposed volumetric strain on the

representative elementary volume. After Tjioe and Borja [30].
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between the total number of damaged elements and the total number of solid elements: a fracture
density of zero implies that all solid elements are intact, whereas 100% means that microfractures
have formed in all solid elements. Each bin represents the sum of new solid elements that developed
microfractures over five time step values. Thus, the bin at TS#50 totals the number of elements
that developed microfractures from TS#48 to TS#52. Initially, only one or two microfractures have
formed, but this number quickly increases at bin #45, which explains the stress drop observed in
Figure 7. The new microfractures are approximately evenly distributed from bin #45 to bin #105,
with the peak being at bin #105 where a large overall stress drop has been observed. Thereafter, the
new microfracture activity dies away as the cumulative microfracture density reaches 100%.

Figure 6. Evolution of: (a) normal and (b) tangential micro-slip for the combined shearing and extension
simulation with homogeneous crystal orientation. Numbers in percent are imposed volumetric strain on the

representative elementary volume. After Tjioe and Borja [30].

Figure 7. Variation of overall von Mises stress with time for the combined shearing and extension loading
simulation. Red circle is the bifurcation point.
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Figure 8. Histogram of microfracture density for the combined shearing and extension simulation.

Strain probes are conducted at the end of each time step with ��probe set to 2.5e�6. The intent of
strain probing is to identify sets of microfractures triggered by certain loading directions. The mag-
nitude of the probe must be small enough so as to capture the softening induced by slip weakening,
that is, the slip on any microfracture does not exceed �C. In previous work [30], which focused
mainly on deformation and not on bifurcation, typical time steps were sufficiently large that each
time step induced complete slip weakening on every microfracture triggered during that time step.
However, this is not the case with strain probing. The magnitude of the probe mentioned previously
is sufficiently large to initiate slip weakening on the given probe direction, but is also small enough
that the resulting slip does not exceed �C.

Only a few of the responses are plotted, namely, those obtained at the end of TS#48 and TS#49.
Responses in the form of localization function F can be visualized in Figures 9 and 10. The direction
of the vector represents the strain components. To facilitate visualization, the magnitude of the
vector is set to a value of 1.0 for probes that yield positive values of F and a value of 1.5 for
probes with negative values (these numbers are arbitrary and were chosen solely for visualization
purposes). The color contour represents the natural logarithm of F , except for probes with negative
F , which is displayed in gray color. Note that the color contour does not provide information about
the magnitude of negative F .

The localization function is positive for all probe directions prior to and up until TS#48, but at
TS#49, a ridge was formed for certain probe directions, signaling shear band bifurcation in the REV.
Microfracture formation that still leaves positive values of F at TS#49 can be detected through
the variation in the plot color. Observe from the contour for TS#48 that the same side of the ball
(yellow) is where the ridge formed in TS#49 and that the sign of F flipped from very large positive
values to negative values, suggesting that the numerical value of F alone does not indicate whether
or not the REV is ‘stable’ in the sense of shear band bifurcation. Also note for TS#48 that the
shinier side of the ball (yellow) covers a large area, indicating propensity of the REV for shear
band bifurcation in many possible directions defined by that area. This is affirmed by the ridge that
formed on the same side of the ball for TS#49, which also covers a large area. In principle, one can
zero-in on the most critical strain probe direction by subdividing the time interval between TS#48
and TS#49 into increments (i.e., refining the time step); this is not done for this example. However,
the next example shows that a narrower ridge formed for the compression–extension simulation,
thus facilitating easier identification of the most critical probe direction for shear band bifurcation.

Despite the propensity of the REV to bifurcate into a shear band mode over a large expanse
of strain probes shown in Figures 9 and 10, close inspection of the results reveals that there were
only two different bifurcation directions across all the strain probes for TS#49 that yield nega-
tive minimum determinants. Furthermore, the two normal directions to the shear bands are nearly
the same, with
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n.1/ D

8<: 0:81

�0:41
0:42

9=; and n.2/ D

8<: 0:82

�0:39
0:42

9=; :

Because the determinant function F has a negative value, the acoustic tensor A is not exactly
singular, and only an approximate eigenvector m for this tensor can be obtained. For the present
purpose, the unit eigenvector m was calculated by solving two of its components in terms of the
third component, yielding a normalized eigenvector equal to

m.1/ � m.2/ D

8<: 0:630:41

0:65

9=; :

The sign of m has been chosen so that the vector product m � n > 0 defines a dilatant shear
band [1, 2].

The response envelopes of the incremental strain components can be obtained for probes at the
end of every time step. However, only two such envelopes at TS#48 and TS#49 are plotted, as
shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. For each figure, the incremental plastic and elastic strain
components of the response envelope are plotted. Because probes are deformation-driven, the sum
of the plastic and elastic components always give an incremental total strain of magnitude��probe D
2.5e�6. The incremental total strain envelope is thus a sphere with radius equal to ��probe and as

Figure 9. Localization function in the space of incremental normal strains for combined shearing and
extension: (a) TS#48, (b) TS#49. Color bar is natural logarithm of F . TS, Time Step.
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Figure 10. Localization function in the space of incremental shearing strains for combined shearing and
extension: (a) TS#48, (b) TS#49. Color bar is natural logarithm of F . TS, Time Step.

Figure 11. Strain increments for the representative elementary volume at TS#23: (a) elastic strain increment
and (b) plastic strain increment. Axes and color bars are multiplied by 10�6. TS, Time Step.

such, it is trivial and is not plotted along with the strain components. In both figures, the dependence
of the direction of the incremental plastic strain on the strain probe direction is apparent. This
implies that classic non-associative elastoplasticity relying on a single plastic flow mechanism is
insufficient to describe such behavior. The incremental elastic component of strain responses plotted
in Figures 11 and 12 clearly have different magnitudes for different strain probe directions. This
implies that the tangent stiffness of the REV varies depending on direction of the strain probe, which
is a characteristic of an incrementally nonlinear response.
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Figure 12. Strain increments for the representative elementary volume at TS#25: (a) elastic strain increment,
and (b) plastic strain increment. Axes and color bars are multiplied by 10�6. TS, Time Step.

Probe responses in the form of incremental von Mises stress are plotted in Figure 13. The direction
of the vector from the origin to each point represents the relative proportion of the principal strain
probe components ��xx , ��yy , and ��´´. The magnitude of this vector represents the incremental
von Mises stress response (in megapascal) to a strain probe direction after a constant has been added
to prevent the reversal of probe direction because of the introduction of negative stress values. Note
that the constant varies from one time step to another. The color contour represents the true value
of the incremental von Mises stress. It diverges from white color representing a zero value to two
different colors representing positive and negative plot values, respectively. It can be observed from
the figure that the von Mises stress increases in certain probe directions, while it decreases in other
directions. Bifurcation predominantly occurs in the probe directions that yield negative values of the
incremental von Mises stress.

From the simulation, it can be concluded that pore-scale mechanism in the form of microfrac-
turing that takes into account the crystal orientations produces incrementally nonlinear behavior of
the REV. Through homogenization, the constitutive tangent operator of the REV can be obtained,
and bifurcation analysis can be conducted to detect points in which the REV bifurcates into a shear
band. Information about the bifurcation points can subsequently be used in the larger scale simula-
tion to signal the change in the constitutive behavior. Finally, it must be pointed out that the REV
should theoretically develop a macroscale shear band at the bifurcation point, represented by the red
circle in Figure 7. The kinematics of this macroscale shear band is not represented by the responses
beyond the red circle shown in Figure 7, because we have continued to use the same affine boundary
displacements on the faces of the REV even though we have already detected shear band bifurcation
in the solution.

3.2. Combined compression and lateral extension

Under this loading condition, the REV experiences an affine deformation in which its top and bottom
faces compress while the other four lateral faces stretch, as shown in Figure 4(b). The incremental
displacements of the faces of the cube are given by8<:�ux�uy

�u´

9=; D
8<: 0:0225x0:0225y

�0:05´

9=; nm ; (55)

where x, y, and ´ are Cartesian coordinates in microns. The extension of the lateral faces is 45% of
the vertical compression, so minimal lateral compressive stress is produced. We take �C D 2:5 �
10�3 �m and coefficient of friction � D 0:75 on the contact faces.

A plot of the von Mises stress for the different time steps is shown in Figure 14. Microfrac-
tures initially develop in the REV at TS#37. However, the stress continues to increase at almost the
same slope before a discernible stress drop occurs at TS#63. Shear band bifurcation, represented
by the red circle in Figure 14, is then detected almost immediately thereafter. However, the fric-
tional resistance on the microfracture surface continues to increasebecause of the increase in normal
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Figure 13. Incremental von Mises stress: (a) TS#48, (b) TS#49. Color bar in megapascal (MPa). TS,
Time Step.

stress. Hardening occurs subsequently as the increase in friction results in shear stress buildup that
eventually causes the interfaces to stop slipping.

Figure 15 depicts a histogram showing the evolution of microfracture density with time. The
histogram approximately follows a normal distribution where the peak is reached at bin #60, which
coincides with the timing of softening anddrop in the von Mises stress. The greatest number of
micro-activity is in the bins ranging from TS#45 to TS#80. The activities subside thereafter as the
von Mises stress increases in a nearly linear fashion (Figure 14).

To investigate shear band bifurcation, we again apply strain probes with ��probe D 2:5e�6 and
plot the variation of the localization function F . Figure 16 shows a profile of this function obtained
from the probes for TS#63 and TS#64. The magnitude of the vector is set to a value of 1.0 for
probes that yield positive F and 1.5 for probes with negative values. The color contour represents
the natural logarithm of F , except for probes with negative F , which is displayed in gray color. A
ridge of negative F can be observed at TS#64, which is the first instance that it has formed, implying
shear bifurcation occurring between this and the previous time steps. Note that the ridge is not as
widespread as the one that formed in the previous example; nevertheless, it is still a ridge and not
a spike, implying that there are still several possible critical modes of bifurcation. Variation in the
plot color also shows that different sets of microfractures formed during probing, causing variations
in the tangent operator.
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Figure 14. Variation of overall von Mises stress with time for the combined vertical compression and lateral
extension loading simulation. Red circle is bifurcation point.

Figure 15. Histogram of microfracture density for the combined vertical compression and lateral extension
simulation.

Despite the fact that the ridge is not as widespread as the one that formed in the shearing/extension
simulation, a close inspection of the ensuing shear band orientations reveals that there were at least
20 shear band orientations detected that yielded the most negative minimum determinants. However,
the shear band orientations were nearly the same, with the components of n having values given by
the range

n.1;2;:::;20/ D

8<: 0:38; : : : ; 0:460:57; : : : ; 0:60

0:68; : : : ; 0:69

9=; (56)

and eigenvectors equal to

m.1/ � : : : � m.20/ D

8<:�0:34�0:60
0:72

9=; ; (57)

where the sign of m was chosen so that m � n < 0 defines a compactive shear band [1, 2]. These
results and those from the combined extension and shearing simulations, indicate strong dependence
of shear band orientation on the stress state, but the effect of strain probes on shear band orientation
appears to be in second order. Note that the vectorm is nearly perpendicular to the vector n for this
example, suggesting little volume change during bifurcation.

Figures 17 and 18 show the incremental elastic and plastic strain response envelopes for probes at
the end of TS#63 and TS#64, respectively. As in the previous example, the incremental plastic strain
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Figure 16. Localization function for combined vertical compression and lateral extension: (a) TS#63, (b)
TS#64. Color bar is natural logarithm of F . TS, Time Step.

response depends on the probe direction. The incremental plastic strain in the ´-direction is nega-
tive for all the probes, implying that only probes that further compress the REV in the ´-direction
generate slips on the microfractures, whereas probes that pull the REV in the lateral direction only
induce elastic deformation on the elements.

Figure 19 portrays the incremental von Mises stress responses to the strain probes at the end of
TS#63 and TS#64. The magnitude of a probe vector represents the stress response (in megapascal)
to a strain probe direction after a constant has been added, again, to prevent the introduction of
negative values. The color contour shows the true value of the incremental von Mises stress. It can
be observed that the von Mises stress increment is negative or only mildly positive even when the
REV is loaded further in compression. This implies that further slips in the existing microfractures
occur, resulting in a decrease in the overall REV stress response.

3.3. Scale effects

Because the AES technique smears the slip throughout the host finite element, the length of the
microfracture is determined by the scale of the finite elements, that is, the coarser the mesh, the
larger the finite elements, the greater is the extent of the microfracture. In addition, the rate of
softening is determined by the characteristic distance �C in the sense that the shorter the sliding
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Figure 17. Strain increments for the representative elementary volume at TS#63: (a) elastic strain increment,
and (b) plastic strain increment. Axes and color bars are multiplied by 10�6. TS, Time Step.

Figure 18. Strain increments for the representative elementary volume at TS#64: (a) elastic strain increment,
and (b) plastic strain increment. Axes and color bars are multiplied by 10�6. TS, Time Step.

distance, the faster the strength drop, the higher the softening modulus. This section reports the
results of parametric studies investigating the impacts of microfracture scale and sliding distance on
the overall mechanical response of microfractured porous rocks.

Figures 20 and 21 show the variation of the von Mises stress with time using two different mesh
sizes for the shearing and extension loading and the combined compression and lateral extension
loading simulations, respectively. The coarser mesh employs 4 � 4 � 4 cubical elements, while the
finer mesh employs 8 � 8 � 8 cubical elements in the REV. A third simulation employs the finer
mesh but with �C reduced by half, thereby increasing the softening modulus two times. Note that
we have changed the microstructure of the REV from that shown in Figure 3 so we could embed
identical pore configurations into the coarser and finer meshes. Hence, the results reported in this
section may not be compared directly with those reported in Section 3.1.

With conforming finite elements, it is generally well known that the finer the mesh, the softer
the response. This is due to the inability of the coarser mesh to capture higher-order deformation
modes. However, Figures 20 and 21 demonstrate the effect of slip weakening on larger elements
in the presence of microfractures, in which the coarser mesh induces a softer response of the REV.
This results should not be interpreted as a sign of the lack of mesh objectivity of the finite ele-
ment solution because of the following reason: It must be noted that the REV has pores, which
establish a scale in the volume. In addition, the dimensions of the finite element establish the scale
of the microfractures. As their relative scales change, so does the overall response of the volume.
This reflects the effect of relative scales and not that of mesh sensitivity that is typically understood
in classic finite element analysis, although the quality of the mesh also plays a role on the spa-
tial resolution of the boundary value problem particularly with conforming elements that have not
been enhanced.
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Figure 19. Incremental von Mises stress: (a) TS#63, (b) TS#64. Color bar in megapascal (MPa). TS,
Time Step.

For the combined extension and shearing simulation with the finer mesh, the continuum response
bifurcated into a shear band mode at TS#44, whereas the coarser mesh bifurcated a bit earlier at
TS#36 because of the earlier onset of softening, as shown in Figure 20. A comparison of the unit
normal vectors ncoarse and nfine at the two bifurcation points reveals that nearly the same shear band
has formed, with

ncoarse D

8<: 0:42

�0:57
0:70

9=; ; nfine D

8<: 0:46

�0:61
0:64

9=; :

However, with the coarse mesh simulation, an alternative shear band has also been detected to
emerge at the same time step, with ncoarse D ¹0:53; 0:34; 0:78º.

Reducing the characteristic distance �C further enhances softening, as portrayed by the results of
the simulation where the sliding distance was reduced by 50%. This is to be expected because this
parameter determines the rate of slip weakening and, hence, the value of the pore-scale softening
modulus. As noted previously, �C is scale-dependent: the critical slip distance at nanoscale fractures
is orders of magnitude smaller than the critical slip distance at kilometer-scale faults [73, 74]. One
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Figure 20. Variation of von Mises stress with time for the combined shearing and extension simulation. SR
= ratio of microfracture scale to largest pore scale.

Figure 21. Variation of von Mises stress with time for the combined vertical compression and lateral
extension simulation. SR = ratio of microfracture scale to largest pore scale.

can argue that this nanoscale parameter could be scaled from the overall softening response of the
specimen-scale sample in much the same way that the slip weakening distance in a geologic fault
could be scaled from the final slip of the fault [74], or from the rate of stress drop [73]. Current
research is underway focusing on the aspect of scaling the critical slip distance of microfractures
based on laboratory-scale specimen responses.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a computational framework for capturing the microfracture processes triggering
shear band bifurcation in porous crystalline rocks. The framework combines a previously devel-
oped pore-scale mechanistic model with computational homogenization and continuum shear band
bifurcation accommodating an incrementally nonlinear overall constitutive response. Whereas the
cubical model and f.c.c. crystal representation may be considered as simplistic compared with the
highly complex microstructure of real crystalline rocks, they accommodate the presence of pores
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in the solid and the stress concentrations that develop in the edges and corners of the pores, which
eventually lead to shear band bifurcation.

Results of numerical simulations suggest that single-mechanism elastoplasticity is insufficient to
describe the incremental responses of rocks. The overall constitutive tangent operator of the REV
has many branches depending on which fracture mechanisms activate, unlike the classic elastoplas-
tic formulation that has only one loading branch. Thus, it is important to conduct strain probing
to capture the multiple branches of the overall tangent constitutive operator and their impacts on
shear band bifurcation. For the numerical examples considered in this paper, however, the stress
state appears to have a more significant impact on the ensuing shear band orientation than the
direction of the strain probes. While the strain probes could trigger different branches of the homog-
enized constitutive response, it appears that their effect on the orientation of the shear band is only
second order.

The overall stress drop is more pronounced in a loading module that creates microfractures with
predominantly interface separation as compared with that, which creates microfractures with pre-
dominant contact mode. This is because slip can occur more freely in a microfracture with interface
separation, whereas it is more constrained when it has to overcome the frictional resistance in a
contact mode.

The proposed computational framework fully recognizes the separation of scales: no attempt
was made to link the microfractures within the REV with the overall macroscopic shear band.
Instead, continuum bifurcation on the REV level is understood to signal the onset of a macroscopic
shear band. In this case, finite element enhancements such as the extended finite element method
or the AES technique may be used for the larger scale to delineate the propagation of the band
at post-bifurcation.

APPENDIX

Interface separation. The following are the relevant stiffness terms for interface separation:
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The derivatives of f et1 are as follows:
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and
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The derivatives of f en are as follows:
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Interface contact. The following are the relevant stiffness terms for interface contact:
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